
Fastweb takes the fast track to scale
cloud services

Fastweb, a leading telecom operator in Italy, wanted to accelerate new service
deployment and improve agility for Fastcloud, its cloud solution designed for
enterprises and government organizations and based on infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS),
including AI, analytics, and IoT.

As demand increased for cloud services, Fastweb invested in a new operating
model, Network as a Service (NaaS), to speed time to market and ensure
excellent service. Not only would the company realize faster time to value, but
also it could support sustainability and operational efficiency goals.

OVERVIEW

Company Fastweb
Industry Service Provider
Products Used Juniper Apstra, QFX Series,

MX Series, PTX Series
Region EMEA

CUSTOMER SUCCESS AT-A-GLANCE

Near-0

Time to onboard or
upgrade customers with no
need to purchase hardware

OpEx

Pay-as-you-grow
subscription with monthly
fee

Turnkey

Service eliminates
challenges associated with
owning, operating, and
managing network
infrastructure

Focus

On delivering cloud
services while Juniper
provides network services

CHALLENGE

Faster delivery of new
services
“Our operations team was spending too much time on provisioning
and updates and so we needed a new solution to speed time to
market,” says Domenico Cimini, network operations and engineering
manager for Fastcloud, the division within Fastweb that provides all
the cloud solutions.   

Fastweb designed a new private-cloud offering for SaaS, IaaS, and
managed services to meet growing demand. It wanted to adopt a
NaaS model, which hinged on finding a reliable provider with both
network and data center expertise.

The NaaS solution needed to check a lot of boxes. Fastweb wanted
the most advanced data center automation so it could automate
infrastructure provisioning, configuration, updates, and capacity
planning and a network solution that would help it reduce energy
consumption and carbon emissions in its data centers.
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SOLUTION

Efficiency in automated and managed services
To improve efficiency in delivering operations and speed time to market, Fastweb took an innovative approach to its data center
infrastructure and shifted to Juniper NaaS. A subscription-based service, Juniper NaaS delivers best-in-class platform capabilities with no
upfront capex investment.

Fastweb launched the new managed services model at two data centers, with plans to refresh and shift its data centers globally. As the
data centers are refreshed, the network IP fabric, comprised of Juniper QFX5120 switches, is upgraded to a spine-leaf architecture with a
fabric mesh, enabling greater agility and scale to deliver cloud services. Juniper Apstra intent-based networking software is used to design,
automate, and continuously validate the operations of the network fabric.

Juniper MX304 routers and Juniper PTX10001 routers interconnect its global data centers, which were chosen for their flexible logical
scale and superior throughput efficiency packed into compact form factors. Another major advantage is an onsite Juniper Resident
Engineer, who knows all the ins and outs of Juniper data center network interconnect and automation.”

OUTCOME

Creating a blueprint for data center success
Relying on Juniper NaaS means no capital expenses while supporting the company’s sustainability goals at the same time.

With Apstra, Juniper and Fastweb can automate infrastructure provisioning and speed cloud service delivery. After deployment, Apstra
continues to validate that all is well in the network and sends proactive monitoring alerts about possible performance issues that could
impact the customer experience.

“As a cloud service provider, we do configurations for hundreds of customers,” explains Cimini. “The combination of Apstra and an expert
Juniper Resident Engineer who knows our network means we can deliver these new services with confidence.”

“This data-center as-a-service is the first of its kind in Italy, and we are excited about seeing the
operational improvements for Fastweb and the faster time to market for our customers.”

Domenico Cimini
Fastcloud Network Operations and Engineering Manager, Fastweb
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